**DIRECTIONS**

1. Replace the original cloth filter bag with disposable **ezPOOLBag**.

2. Place the automatic pool cleaner in the pool and let it run until the bag is full. On average the **ezPOOLBag** can be used for up to 3 cleaning cycles depending on the debris in the pool.

   *Tip: When you notice that your robotic pool cleaner slows down and stops climbing the walls, it is time to replace the filter bag.*

3. When full, remove the used **ezPOOLBag** and install a new one.

**SUPPORTED MODELS**

- **Aquabot/Aquaproducts** (Aquajet, Aquamax, BearBot, Bravo, Junior, Jetmax, Pool Butler, Pool Rovers, Pool Demon, Robotech, Storm, Supreme, Tempo, Thunder, Turbo, Viva, Xtreme, XL, Ultramax)
- **Dirt Devil** (Avenger, Catalyst, Rampage)
- **Hayward/AquaVac** (Tigershark)
- **iRobot** (Verro 100, Verro 300, Verro 500)
- **Water Tech** (Aquaclean, Aquamax, Blue Pearl, Blue Diamond, Blue Sapphire, Fury, Kleen-A-Tron)
- **Maytronics/Dolphin** (Advantage, Diagnostic, Pro Diagnostic, Diagnostic Commander, Dynamic, Dynamic Plus, HD, Luminous, ProKleen, Supreme M4, Supreme M5, Magic, Wave, 2x2)
- **Pentair** (Kreepy Krauly Prowler 710, Kreepy Krauly Prowler 720, Kreepy Krauly Prowler 730)

*If you do not see your pool robot in the list, please contact info@ezpoolbag.com and we will let you know if **ezPOOLBag** fits your model.*
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